
SAPPHIRE SUPPLY 
SOFTWARE ADVANTAGES

CONFIDENCE IN YOUR ESTIMATES 

→ You (and your customers!) can be confident that
  your estimates and quotes are complete and accurate.

→ Precisely lay out the framing members in 
 3D - eliminate “guesstimates.”

→ Produce a traceable, verifiable Bill of Materials - 
 one that can visually track the materials needed 
 for the project.

OFFER A DIFFERENTIATED APPROACH 

→ Help your customers identify and resolve potential 
 constructability issues before the home is shipped,  
 and provide verification of its BuildabilityTM.

→ Other suppliers only provide a list of materials,   
 but you ca provide the list AND the installation 
 guide, including a 3D model of the framed home.

→ Through SAPPHIRE Viewer, offer your customers   
 the benefits of collaboration by viewing and confirming  
 your model and material quantities during the 
 estimating process.

→ Empower your customers’ construction through 
 Viewer, a superb tool for superintendents and framers.

Designed to meet the needs of building material suppliers, MiTek’s SAPPHIRE Supply 
is the one-stop solution for wholehouse estimating, framing layout and design.

MAXIMIZE YOUR PRODUCTIVITY

→ No need to learn multiple EWP software platforms, 
 SAPPHIRE Supply includes the leading EWP 
 manufacturers’ products and design data.

→ Simplify the software tools your team uses a this 
 single software solution allows you to provide EWP  
 design and layout AND whole-house estimates 
 without multiple entry.

→ Collaborate with your CM, sharing a single model to  
 reduce multiple entry, multiple assumptions, and 
 unnecessary errors.

FEATURES
+  3D Virtual Framing Model
+  EWP Dimension Lumber Layout and Design
+  Automated Hanger Selection
+  Point of Sale Integration 
+  SAPPHIRE Viewer Collaboration 
+  Generate more accurate quantities on all the 
    materials you want to sell. 
+  Customizable quote to fit your needs

For more information, call 800.328.5934 or go to: 
MiTek-us.com/software/SAPPHIRE-Supply/
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